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Artist Resources – Gary Simmons (American, b. 1964)

Simmons at Hauser & Wirth Artist Website

Read a conversation between critic Marrily Kerr and Simmons from 2002 for Flash Art Magazine, “If These Walls Could Talk: Gary Simmons.”

In 2013, the Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth installed FOCUS: Gary Simmons. Take a tour of the exhibition and watch an interview with the 
artist in an episode of Art This Week. 

Read a 2015 interview in BOMB Magazine, where Simmons discusses a new work, Recapturing the Memories of the Black Ark.

The California African American Museum in Los Angeles commissioned a site-specific painting to be on display from 2017 to 2019. Watch a 
video about Gary Simmons: Fade to Black on YouTube. 

“Artist Gary Simmons Manipulates Materials and Memories” by Greg Herbowy explores Simmons’ oeuvre and career and was published as an 
artist feature by New York’s School of Visual Arts. 

Gary Simmons: Green Past Gold was installed at Simon Lee Gallery in London in 2018. Read about the exhibition in Fad Magazine and watch a 
video from Frieze about the exhibition’s opening. 

The University of Washington’s Henry Art Gallery commissioned an exhibition 
entitled Gary Simmons: The Engine Room in 2021. The exhibition included a large-
scale wall drawing, new paintings and sculptures, and an installation. Read an article 
in The Stranger about the exhibition, which features a life-sized garage for Seattle-
area musicians to practice. 

Hauser & Wirth started representing Simmons in 2021. His 2014 artwork, Recapturing the Memories of the Black Ark now 
serves as an event stage for the Black Ark series held in the courtyard of Hauser & Wirth Los Angeles. Read an LA Times 
interview about the performance space and Simmons’ first solo exhibition with the prestigious gallery, Remembering Tomorrow. 
Read a conversation between the artist and Thelma Golden in ARTnews and an interview in The Talks. Watch a video interview
with the artist about his childhood and early experiences with the intertwinement of American popular culture and structural 
racism. 

https://www.hauserwirth.com/artists/33677-gary-simmons/
https://garysimmonsstudio.com/garysimmons
https://newyorkarttours.com/blog/?p=359
https://www.themodern.org/exhibition/focus-gary-simmons
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uk9rY21mfkY
https://bombmagazine.org/articles/gary-simmons/
https://caamuseum.org/exhibitions/2017/gary-simmons-fade-to-black
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ecdt2Aghwk
https://sva.edu/features/artist-gary-simmons-manipulates-materials-and-memories
https://www.simonleegallery.com/exhibitions/142/
https://fadmagazine.com/2018/09/10/gary-simmons-green-past-gold/
http://frieze.com/video/gary-simmons-green-past-gold
https://henryart.org/exhibitions/gary-simmons-the-engine-room
https://www.thestranger.com/slog/2021/05/27/57726700/gary-simmons-built-a-life-sized-garage-for-a-rock-band-inside-this-seattle-gallery
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/gary-simmons-hauser-wirth-1234587744/
https://vip-hauserwirth.com/works/simga110155/
https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/story/2022-04-22/gary-simmons-hauser-and-wirth-los-angeles-artwork
https://vip-hauserwirth.com/gallery-exhibitions/gary-simmonsremembering-tomorrow/
https://www.artnews.com/art-news/news/gary-simmons-thelma-golden-conversation-hauser-wirth-1234619399/
https://the-talks.com/interview/gary-simmons/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHbyhW5wVBk


Gary Simmons (American, b. 1964)
Crow’s Nest Fog, 2012
Oil on canvas
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Los Angeles-based painter and sculptor Gary Simmons is best known for his 
series of “erasure drawings,” which evoke the ghostly smudges of a partially 
erased chalkboard. This style originated in the 1990s, when Simmons secured 
studio space in an old Manhattan vocational school with a set of abandoned 
rolling classroom chalkboards. Crow’s Nest Fog depicts a ship’s “crow’s nest,” 
or the lookout platform on top of the main mast from which sailors could 
maintain a wide field of view. With Simmons’ characteristic smudges, the 
image appears blanketed in a thick fog. The painting addresses legacies of the 
teaching of history in the United States, particularly stories of migration, 
displacement, and racism that have long been either woefully overlooked or 
deliberately suppressed.

On view August 24 – November 27, 2022


